


















Top-Higgs Yukawa Coupling Measurement: OverviewTop-Higgs Yukawa Coupling Measurement: Overview

Largest coupling of the Higgs boson to fermions: gttH ~ 0.7 vs gbbH ~ 0.02.
Precise measurement very important since the top quark is the only natural fermion
from the EWSB standpoint.

Most promising method via ttH measurement: 
Experimentally very challenging:

Spectacular signature: e.g. in H bb decay mode 8j or l +6j (4 b-jets)
Very low rate: ttH~0.2(2.0) fb at s=500(800) GeV for mH=120 GeV.
Background more than 3 orders of magnitude larger: dominated by tt+jets

LHC ( ILC input): gttH/gttH~12% for mH=120-190 GeV, L=2x300 fb-1. 
ILC direct measurement:

Very important to investigate the sensitivity at s=500 GeV (baseline machine).
A preliminary estimate (from 2002):
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s=800 GeV, L=1000 fb-1, 
gttH/gttH~6(10)% for mH=120(190) GeV

A. Juste and G. Merino (hep-ph/9910301)
A. Gay et al (4th ECFA/DESY Workshop)

s=500 GeV, L=1000 fb-1

gttH/gttH~24% for mH=120 GeV

A. Juste, Chicago LC Workshop, January 7-9, 2002

Work started at Snowmass
to re-evaluate this estimate

M. Dührssen et al.



Impact of tt Threshold Effects on ttH Impact of tt Threshold Effects on ttH 

At s=500 GeV and for mh 120 GeV, the 
phase space region where the tt system is 
non-relativistic is enhanced.
Important to take into account velocity-
resummation effects (like at tt threshold).

Cross section enhancement.

NLL effects implemented in MC generator 
via EH-dependent K-factor:

C. Farrell and A. Hoang

ttH(fb)            Born        Born x K-factor   Increase  

no ISR/BS    0.157(1)        0.357(2)            x2.27
BS                0.106(1)        0.252(3)            x2.38
ISR+BS        0.0735(8)      0.179(2)            x2.44
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Large effect of ISR+Beamstrahlung.
Possible optimization of BS vs luminosity?
Increase in cross section by ~x2.4 relative 
to Born.

s=482 GeV s=500 GeV

- NLL
- Born

A. Juste



Impact of Beam Polarization on ttHImpact of Beam Polarization on ttH

Baseline machine: |P(e-)| ~ 0.8
Option: add positron polarization |P(e+)| ~ 0.6
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Choice of signs for P(e-) and P(e+) 
can only be done once the sign of 
ALR is known 

ALR must be measured first.

For SM-like ALR, optimal (realistic) 
beam polarization:

[P(e-),P(e+)] = [-0.8,+0.6]
increase in cross section relative 

to the unpolarized case by x2.1
Additional motivation for positron 
polarization be part of the baseline 
machine.

Existing feasibility studies have 
not exploited beam polarization

gttH measurement requires %-level and model-independent determination of tt and 
ttZ couplings. This typically benefits from changing beam polarization. Desirable to 
optimize strategy to maintain cross section enhancement for ttH.

A. Juste



Top-Higgs Yukawa Coupling Measurement: ProjectionTop-Higgs Yukawa Coupling Measurement: Projection

Folding into the previous estimate the new enhancement factors:
x2.4 from NLL prediction
x2.1 from beam polarization

the preliminary estimated uncertainty on the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling measurement 
at s=500 GeV is: 

Next step: redo feasibility study making an optimal use of b-tagging and kinematic 
information.
There is a good chance that uncertainties 10% can be achieved for moderate mH
values (assuming L=1000 fb-1). Stay tuned!
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